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A Lightweight, Self-Adaptive Lock Gate
Designation Scheme for Data Collection in

Long-Thin Wireless Sensor Networks
You-Chiun Wang, Che-Hsi Chuang, Yu-Chee Tseng, and Chien-Chung Shen

Abstract—Constrained by the physical environments, the long-thin topology has recently been promoted for many practical deployments of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In general, a long-thin topology is composed of a number of long branches of sensor nodes, where along
a branch each sensor node has only one potential parent node toward the sink node. Although data aggregation may alleviate excessive
packet contention, the maximum payload size of a packet and the dynamically changing traffic loads may severely affect the amount of sensor
readings that may be collected along a long branch of sensor nodes. In addition, many practical applications of long-thin WSNs demand
the exact sensor readings at each location along the deployment areas for monitoring and analysis purposes, so sensor readings may not
be aggregated when they are collected. This paper proposes a lightweight, self-adaptive scheme that designates multiple collection nodes,
termed lock gates, along a long-thin network to collect sensor readings sent from their respective upstream sensor nodes. The self-adaptive
lock gate designation scheme balances between the responsiveness and the congestion of data collection while mitigating the funneling
effect. The scheme also dynamically adapts the designation of lock gates to accommodate the time-varying sensor reading generation rates
of different sensor nodes. A testbed of 100 Jennic sensor nodes is developed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed lock gate
designation scheme.

Index Terms—data collection, lock gates, long-thin networks, wireless sensor networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AWIRELESS sensor network (WSN) consists of a sheer num-
ber of sensor nodes, where each sensor node is a wireless

device that reports sensor readings of its surroundings to a sink
node via multi-hop ad hoc communications. Such networks
facilitate pervasive monitoring of the physical environments
to enable applications such as habitat monitoring, smart home,
and surveillance [1]–[3].

In recent research, the long-thin topology has been pro-
moted for many practical applications of WSNs where the
sensor deployment is subject to environmental constraints
[4]. For instance, a surveillance system of moving cars along
streets, a monitoring system of carbon dioxide inside tunnels,
and a monitoring system of water quality within underground
sewer lines are typical applications. Fig. 1(a) depicts a physical
deployment of sensor nodes along streets, and Fig. 1(b) depicts
its corresponding long-thin network topology. In general, a
long-thin topology is formed by a bunch of long branches, and
each branch may be composed of tens or even hundreds of
nodes. The structure of a branch is recursively defined, where a
branch may contain other (sub)branches. For each sensor node
along a branch, there exists only one potential parent node
toward the sink node. Branches are grafted at branch nodes, and
Fig. 1(b) shows an example where a branch node is denoted
with double circles.

Let {s1, s2, · · · , sN} denote the node IDs of a long-thin
WSN, where N is the number of sensor nodes. By viewing
a long-thin topology as a shortest-path tree rooted at the sink
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Fig. 1: An example of long-thin WSNs: (a) the physical deployment of
sensor nodes along streets and (b) the corresponding long-thin topology.

node, let di be the depth of sensor node si from the sink node.
Assuming that each sensor node in the long-thin WSN delivers
one sensor reading to the sink node without aggregating data,

the network will incur
∑N

i=1 di transmissions to collect all of
the sensor readings. For instance, the long-thin WSN of Fig. 1
incurs 62 transmissions without data aggregation. Even worse,
a long-thin WSN may suffer from the funneling effect where
the hop-by-hop traffic over a long branch results in an increase
in transit traffic intensity, collision, congestion, packet loss, and
energy drain as packets move closer toward the sink node [5].

Now consider the following collection scheme. The leaf
nodes start transmitting their sensor readings first. Each in-
termediate node waits to collect both its own sensor reading
and the collected sensor readings sent from its children (or
upstream nodes), and then forwards the collected packet to-
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Fig. 2: A long-thin WSN and its lock gates.

ward the sink node. Such a scheme may result in only N trans-
missions in the network, assuming that successively collected
sensor readings could be loaded into one huge packet. For
instance, the long-thin WSN of Fig. 1 may incur only 12 trans-
missions using such a collection scheme. Fewer transmissions
benefit WSNs by reducing contention and conserving energy.

Although the above collection scheme maximally reduces
the number of transmissions in a long-thin WSN, constraints
imposed by the maximum payload size Lmax of a packet and
the compression ratio δ (0 < δ ≤ 1) make such a scheme
impractical for a long-thin topology where a node can only
collect up to ⌊Lmax

δ
⌋ bytes of sensor readings, while the total

data size of sensor readings generated by sensor nodes along
a long branch can easily exceed this bound. Besides, many
practical applications of long-thin WSNs demand the exact
sensor readings of each location along the deployment areas
for data monitoring and analysis purposes, so that sensor
readings are not aggregated (such as computing the average,
the minimum, or the maximum value) while they are being
collected.

To mitigate the funneling effect and to comply with the
maximum payload size, this paper suggests that in a long-
thin network, multiple collection nodes, termed lock gates1,
should be designated, where each lock gate collects both its
own sensor readings and all of the sensor readings sent from
its upstream sensor nodes (up to immediate, upstream lock
gates or the end of the branches) subject to the ⌊Lmax

δ
⌋ bound.

For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, assuming Lmax is 3 bytes, δ is
0.5, and the size of sensor readings is 1 byte, we designate one
lock gate every six sensor nodes so that lock gate g1 collects the
sensor readings of itself and its five upstream nodes into one
collected packet2. Similar collections are done by lock gates
g2 and g3. Such a collected packet (of maximum payload size
Lmax) is said to be completely filled up with sensor readings
and thus can be forwarded to the sink node without being
padded with any other sensor readings along the way.

Another benefit of the above lock gate designation scheme
is that it actually reduces contentions by spatially separating
areas where packets are transmitted. In the above example,
since lock gates g2 and g3 may hold their respective trans-
missions until enough sensor readings from the corresponding
upstream nodes have been collected, the sensor nodes headed
by lock gate g1 can transmit their sensor readings to g1 with

1. We are inspired by the lock gates used in canals to withstand the
water pressure arising from the level difference between adjacent pounds.
In the context of long-thin WSNs, (irregular) network traffic from sensor
readings corresponds to water pressure, which should be regulated to
mitigate funneling effect, for instance.

2. For the ease of explanation, in this example we simply assume that
there is no ‘protocol overhead’ (or packet header/trailer) so that the size
of a packet is exactly the same as the size of its payload.

less or even no interference coming from sensor nodes headed
by lock gates g2 and g3.

Since sensor nodes may generate sensor readings at dif-
ferent rates, each lock gate may wait for a different amount
of time to completely fill up one collected packet of payload
size Lmax. Let λj denote the sensor reading generation rate
(in bytes/second) of sensor node sj . The rate λj may vary
over time, but is assumed to change slowly so that a steady
value of λj could be observed over a short period of time.
Let C(gi) denote the cluster of nodes containing lock gate gi
and its upstream sensor nodes, up to the immediate, upstream
lock gates or the end of the branches. Given λj for each sensor
node sj in C(gi), the expected time Ti that lock gate gi takes to
completely fill up one packet of maximum payload size Lmax

should satisfy:



Ti ×
∑

sj∈C(gi)

λj



× δ = Lmax. (1)

When Ti is large, the sink node is expected to wait for a
longer time to receive a collected packet from lock gate gi,
which increases the application’s response time. A large Ti

may imply either the size of C(gi) is small or the total sensor
reading generation rate of the sensor nodes in C(gi) is low, or
both. On the other hand, a small Ti may imply either the size
of C(gi) is large or the total sensor reading generation rate
of the sensor nodes in C(gi) is high, or both. This may result
in too many packet transmissions and thus congest the net-
work. Therefore, lock gate designation should be made ‘self-
adaptive,’ where Ti is bounded by dynamically designating
the positions of lock gates to balance between the response
time and the congestion of data collection. Furthermore, since
sensor nodes are usually with limited computation power and
small memory size [6], the self-adaptive lock gate designation
scheme should be lightweight with simple operations.

This paper proposes a lightweight, self-adaptive lock gate
designation scheme, termed ALT, to facilitate effective data col-
lection in long-thin WSNs. Given a pair of time thresholds
(Tmin, Tmax), ALT adaptively designates lock gates in a long-
thin WSN such that for each lock gate gi, the condition
Tmin ≤ Ti ≤ Tmax holds. The thresholds Tmin and Tmax

are specified by the application of a long-thin WSN to avoid
congestion from transmitting excessive packets and to impose
an upper bound on response time, respectively. The ALT
scheme possesses three characteristics. First, sensor nodes do
not need to report their sensor reading generation rates λj to
their corresponding lock gates. Instead, lock gates only need
to locally observe their Ti values for the execution of ALT,
so that ALT has low message overhead and good response
time. The experimental results in Section 5.2 indeed show
that ALT performs well even when λj changes. Second, ALT
adopts a simple scheme to move lock gates in a ‘hop-by-
hop’ manner so that the operations are light-weight and can
be easily implemented on practical sensor platforms. Third,
in contrast to conventional clustering protocols designed for
WSNs with random topology, ALT incurs much less control
overhead in long-thin WSNs because clusters are formed au-
tomatically whenever a lock gate and its upstream lock gates
are designated. In addition, lock gates do not need to know
the identities of their respective cluster members, and sensor
nodes do not need to send their sensor reading generating rates
to their corresponding lock gates.
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The contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, we
point out the necessity of lock gates to balance between the
response time and the congestion of data collection in a long-
thin WSN, and propose a lightweight, self-adaptive scheme to
designate the lock gates. To the best of our knowledge, ALT
is the first effort addressing efficient data collection in long-
thin WSNs. Second, to evaluate its performance, we imple-
ment ALT on sensor nodes equipped with the Jennic wireless
micro-controller supporting the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol [7], and
develop a testbed containing 100 sensor nodes. Experimental
results demonstrate that ALT adapts well to varying sensor
reading generation rates and incurs fewer message transmis-
sions than other schemes. In addition, we show the benefits
of lock gates which significantly reduce both the number
of data retransmissions and the amount of packet losses at
the MAC layer. Third, since placing lock gates may increase
the packet latency of sensor nodes, we derive the average
extra packet latency caused by a lock gate via mathematical
analysis. We also validate the correctness of our analysis with
measurements from real experiments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work. Section 3 gives our problem state-
ment. ALT and the analysis of its expected extra packet latency
are described in Section 4. Section 5 presents our prototyping
efforts and discusses experimental results. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Long-thin WSNs are widely used in many monitoring ap-
plications such as leakage detection within fuel pipes, stage
measurements inside sewer, traffic adjustment along tunnels or
highways, vibration detection of bridges, and flood protection
of rivers. The long-thin topology is first studied in [4], which
considers how to assign network addresses to sensor nodes in
ZigBee-based long-thin WSNs to facilitate routing. In addition,
a long-thin WSN is deployed along a river to monitor its water
level. The work in [8] discusses how to detect and correct
localization errors in a long-thin WSN. In addition, it adopts
a weighted voting scheme to detect possible faulty sensor
readings. However, none of the existing work on long-thin
WSNs addresses the issue of data aggregation/compression.

The subject of data aggregation/compression in WSNs
with random topologies has been extensively studied in the
literature. Below, we categorize and review existing solutions.

Tree-based aggregation: The objective of tree-based aggre-
gation schemes is to maximize a WSN’s lifetime by jointly
optimizing data aggregation and routing tree formation [9].
For instance, the work of [10] discusses how to find a set of
data aggregation schedules to maximize the system’s lifetime,
where a schedule is defined as a collection of spanning trees
rooted at the sink node. The work of [11], [12] proposes a
data-centric approach to select an appropriate routing path to
reduce energy consumption. TAG [13] organizes a WSN into a
tree and proposes SQL-like semantics to aggregate streaming
data into histograms. The work of [14] builds an aggregation
tree according to the energy consumption of sensor nodes.
Each node predicts the energy consumption of its potential
parents and selects the one that can be left with the most
energy as its parent. In the work of [15], one coding tree for raw
data aggregation and one shortest-path tree for transmitting
compressed data are built to deliver data to the sink node. In
the work of [16], the effect of data aggregation on different

routing schemes is studied. The work also proposes a static
clustering scheme to achieve a near-optimal performance for
various spatial correlations. The above research efforts focus on
how to choose a good routing metric based on data attributes
to facilitate aggregation. However, in long-thin WSNs, there
usually exists at most one route from a sensor node to the
sink node (i.e., each sensor node has at most one potential
parent node toward the sink node), so these existing tree-based
solutions may not be directly applied.

Clustering-based aggregation: This category of schemes
first group sensor nodes into clusters and then perform data
aggregation within each cluster. The critical issue is how to
select the cluster head in each cluster to aggregate data for its
cluster members [17]. For instance, the scheme in [18] assigns
weights to each node and the nodes with larger weights may
become cluster heads, while the work of [19] favors nodes with
more neighbors (i.e., higher degrees) to become cluster heads.
LEACH [20] assumes that each sensor node can be reachable
in one hop and then assigns a fixed probability for each node
to elect itself as a cluster head. In HEED [21], each sensor node
uses its residual energy as the parameter to probabilistically
select itself as a cluster head. The above research efforts discuss
how to organize clusters such that nodes within a cluster are
one-hop or k-hop away from the cluster head. In addition,
SCT [22] proposes a ring-sector division clustering scheme,
where sensor nodes in the same section are assembled into
one cluster. Clearly, this ring-based approach cannot be used
for long-thin WSNs. In contrast, ALT adaptively adjusts the
size of clusters according to the amount of traffics generated
from sensor nodes.

Chain-based aggregation: In these schemes, sensor nodes
are organized into a linear chain for data aggregation. For
instance, PEGASIS [23] organizes such a chain by adopting
a greedy algorithm, where each sensor node selects its nearest
neighbor (closer to the sink) as its successor along the chain
and then sends its sensing readings to the successor. However,
PEGASIS may not guarantee to minimize the total energy
consumption of sensor nodes. Therefore, the work of [24]
proposes a chain-construction scheme that minimizes the total
energy consumption of sensor nodes by reducing the value
of
∑

D2, where D is the distance between any two adjacent
sensor nodes along the chain. The chain-based topology can
be viewed as one special instance of the long-thin topology.
Nevertheless, in the chain-based aggregation schemes, except
for the node(s) at the end of the chain, all the sensor nodes
along the chain act as aggregators. In contrast, ALT dynam-
ically selects a subset of sensor nodes to act as lock gates
according to the sensor reading load.

Hierarchical aggregation: Several studies adopt a hierar-
chical architecture to aggregate or compress data in a WSN.
The work of [25] first selects a subset of sensor nodes as
level-1 aggregators. Then, among these level-1 aggregators,
the scheme selects a subset of level-1 aggregators to act as
level-2 aggregators. This procedure is repeated until level-h
aggregators are selected. Then, sensor readings will be passed
through each level of aggregators to the sink node. The studies
[26]–[28] organize sensor nodes hierarchically and establish
multi-resolution summaries of sensor data inside the network,
through spatial and temporal compressions. However, such
hierarchical architectures are not practical to be applied in
long-thin WSNs.

Structure-free aggregation: The work of [29] considers
aggregating data in a WSN without maintaining any structure.
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This work proposes a MAC protocol and studies the impact
of randomized wait time to improve aggregation efficiency.
However, this scheme may increase packet delays in long-thin
WSNs.

Compared to prior aggregation/compression schemes,
ALT exhibits two distinguishing features. First, while most
of prior work consider selecting ‘static’ aggregators, ALT
continuously adapts the positions of lock gates to balance
between the responsiveness and the congestion of data collec-
tion. Second, while existing aggregation schemes are only to
aggregate/compress the collected sensor readings, lock gates
can control/adjust the amount of sensor readings generated
within a cluster. By doing so, not only the amount of messages
transmitted is significantly reduced but also concurrent data
collections within individual clusters spatially isolated by lock
gates take place.

With respect to energy conservation, many research efforts
[30]–[34] exploit node redundancy to extend the network
lifetime by selecting a subset of sensor nodes to be active
while putting others to sleep to conserve energy. However,
given the topology of long-thin WSNs where each sensor node
usually has one potential parent node toward the sink node,
such a sleep-active mechanism cannot be applied (otherwise,
the network would be partitioned). In contrast, ALT strives to
conserve energy by adapting the designation of lock gates to
reduce the amount of messages transmitted for data collection.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

We model a long-thin WSN as a graph G = (V, E), where V =
{r}∪S contains the sink node r and the set of sensor nodes S ,
and E contains all of the communication links. The topology
of G may be represented as a tree rooted at sink node r. Each
sensor node sj ∈ S has a sensor reading generation rate λj ,
which may vary over time during the network operation. A
sensor node is called a branch node if it has more than one child
on G. Fig. 1(b) gives an example, where the branch node is
marked by double circles.

We define the direction toward the sink node as the down-
stream direction and the opposite direction as the upstream direc-
tion. Sensor nodes are grouped into non-overlapping clusters.
For each cluster, the most downstream node is designated as
a lock gate. For convenience, we call other nodes regular sensor
nodes. A lock gate continuously collects the sensor readings
from the upstream regular sensor nodes within its cluster.
Whenever a lock gate collects enough sensor readings to
completely fill up one packet with payload size Lmax, the lock
gate sends out the packet, termed ‘collected packet’, toward
the sink node. Such a collected packet will not be ‘collected’
again by other downstream lock gates, but will be directly
relayed by the downstream nodes toward the sink node. Fig. 2
illustrates an example, where three clusters are formed and
nodes g1, g2, and g3 are designated as lock gates.

Given a pair of time thresholds (Tmin, Tmax), our objective
is to designate lock gates (and thus adjust the corresponding
clusters) such that for each lock gate gi, the amount of time
Ti to completely fill up one collected packet of payload size
Lmax satisfies the condition of Tmin ≤ Ti ≤ Tmax. Note that
the thresholds Tmin and Tmax are specified by the applications
of the long-thin WSN to prevent sensor nodes from trans-
mitting excessive packets and to impose an upper bound on
response time, respectively. For example, for non-time-critical
applications where sensor nodes are requested to frequently

report their monitoring data, we set a larger Tmin value to
avoid network congestion. On the other hand, in event-driven
applications, a smaller Tmax value is set to constrain the
response time.

Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper. For
the ease of presentation, the sensor reading generation rate λj

is described as a steady-state variable, but in practice it may
vary slowly during the operation of the network.

4 THE OPERATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF ALT
Given a long-thin WSN, ALT first randomly groups sensor
nodes into several non-overlapping clusters that cover the
entire network, and then designates their corresponding lock
gates. Note that the sensor node closest to the sink node is
always designated as a lock gate. Upon generating one sensor
reading, each regular sensor node will send the reading toward
its corresponding lock gate. Each lock gate gi then collects
the sensor readings from the regular sensor nodes within its
cluster C(gi). After collecting enough sensor readings to fill
up one packet of maximum payload size Lmax, lock gate gi
sends the collected packet toward the sink node. To reduce
the latency of waiting to collect enough sensor readings to
fill up one packet of maximum payload size Lmax, lock gate
gi may dynamically adjust the size of its cluster according to
the duration Ti that it took to generate the previous collected
packet (referring to Eq. (1)). When Ti is below the given lower-
bound threshold Tmin, the total sensor reading generation rate
within this cluster (i.e.,

∑

sj∈C(gi)
λj) has become too high,

and the collected packets will be sent to the sink node more
often. In this case, lock gate gi ‘shrinks’ its cluster by excluding
certain sensor nodes to lower the total sensor reading genera-
tion rate. In contrast, when Ti is above the given upper-bound
threshold Tmax, the total sensor reading generation rate within
this cluster becomes too low. In this case, lock gate gi ‘expands’
its cluster by including more sensor nodes to lower the latency
of generating collected packets. Notice that within each cluster
C(gi), the sensor readings sent from each regular sensor node
sj ∈ C(gi) may be relayed to lock gate gi in a ‘pipelining’
manner subject to the contention of wireless transmissions.
Thus, right before lock gate gi sends out each (completely
filled) collected packet toward the sink node, the percentage
of sensor readings received from sensor sj within this packet
is approximately equal to

λj
∑

sk∈C(gi)
λk

. (2)

In other words, the amount of reported sensor readings from
each sensor node is fairly proportional to the sensor reading
generation rate of that sensor node.

Before describing ALT in details, we first define the terms
used in the remainder of the paper. A lock gate gk is called
a next lock gate of lock gate gi if gk is an immediate upstream
lock gate of gi. In this case, gi is the previous lock gate of gk.
For instance, in Fig. 2, g2 is a next lock gate of g1 while g1 is a
previous lock gate of g2. Notice that each lock gate may have
multiple next lock gates but has at most one previous lock gate.
In addition, a lock gate is called a leaf lock gate if it has no next
lock gate; otherwise, it is a non-leaf lock gate.

4.1 Adaptation of Lock Gate Designation

From an initial (random) lock gate designation, lock gates
execute ALT asynchronously, while coordinating with previous
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TABLE 1: Summary of notations.
notation definition

λj the sensor reading generation rate of sensor node sj
C(gi) the cluster of nodes containing lock gate gi and its upstream sensor nodes
Lmax the maximum payload size of a packet
δ the compression ratio (0 < δ ≤ 1)
Ti the amount of time for lock gate gi to fill up one collected packet of payload size Lmax

Tmin the lower-bound threshold for a lock gate to shrink its cluster
Tmax the upper-bound threshold for a lock gate to expand its cluster
∆t the waiting time for a lock gate to adjust one of its next lock gate if all of its next lock gates are busy
β a system parameter to determine whether a lock gate enters the oscillating state or not

and next lock gates. Each lock gate gi measures its current Ti

value, ‘moves’ one of its next lock gates (if necessary) either
downstream or upstream by one hop, and recalculates its Ti

value. This process is repeated until lock gate gi settles at the
condition of Tmin ≤ Ti ≤ Tmax. Specifically, for each non-
leaf lock gate gi, two possible cases need to be addressed:
Ti < Tmin and Ti > Tmax.

4.1.1 Case of Ti < Tmin

In this case, lock gate gi ‘shrinks’ its cluster by first querying
each of its next lock gates gk for its Tk value. If lock gate gk
is also in the state of adjusting its own next lock gates, lock
gate gk will reply to lock gate gi that itself is busy; otherwise,
lock gate gk will reply to lock gate gi with its Tk value. If
lock gate gi concludes that all of its next lock gates are busy,
it will wait for a ∆t time3 and then try again. Otherwise, lock
gate gi sends a pull message to one next lock gate gk whose
parent node, say, sj on graph G is not a branch node and whose
Tk value is the largest among all of lock gate gi’s non-busy
next lock gates. Upon receiving such a pull message, lock gate
gk designates sensor node sj to become a new lock gate and
ceases being a lock gate. As a result, cluster C(gk) disappears
and a new cluster C(sj) emerges. For convenience, we use the
term ‘move’ to represent such an operation. However, in the
case that lock gate gi cannot find such a next lock gate (which
means that the parent nodes of all of gi’s non-busy next lock
gates on G are branch nodes), the next lock gate gk that has
the largest Tk value is asked to move one-hop downstream.
These operations are repeated until lock gate gi computes that
Ti ≥ Tmin.

Fig. 3(a) gives an example, where g1 wants to adjust one
of its next lock gates g2 and g3. Since the parent node of lock
gate g2 is a branch node, lock gate g3 will be asked to move
downstream. When the parent nodes of all of gi’s next lock
gates are all branch nodes, as shown in Fig. 3(b), assuming
T2 > T3, lock gate g2 will be asked to move to node b.

Notice that, when shrinking a cluster, ALT gives priority to
move a lock gate (one-hop downstream) whose parent node
on G is not a branch node. Doing so avoids excluding too
many sensor nodes all at once when a lock gate is shrinking
its cluster, which may otherwise drastically increase its Ti value,
and/or creating a new cluster with drastically increased cluster
size (or decreased Ti value) due to merging of branches.
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) together depict one counterexample,
where we assume T2 > T3. When lock gate g1 simply moves
one next lock gate whose Ti value is the largest, lock gate g2
will be moved downstream, as shown in Fig. 4(b). As a result,
the size of cluster C(g1) decreases drastically from 7 to 3, while

3. One possibility is to set ∆t = Tmax so that one of gi’s next lock gates
may become non-busy.
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Fig. 3: Examples of moving next lock gates: (a) g1 moves g3 downstream
since T1 < Tmin, (b) g1 moves g2 to the branch node b since T1 < Tmin,
(c) g1 moves g2 upstream since T1 > Tmax, and (d) g1 moves g3 to node s
since T1 > Tmax.

the size of cluster C(g2) increases drastically from 8 to 12. In
fact, ALT moves g3 one-hop downstream instead.

4.1.2 Case of Ti > Tmax

In this case, lock gate gi ‘expands’ its cluster by first querying
each of its next lock gate gk for its Tk value. If lock gate gk
is also in the state of adjusting its own next lock gates, lock
gate gk will reply to lock gate gi that itself is busy; otherwise,
lock gate gk will reply to lock gate gi with its Tk value. If
lock gate gi concludes that all of its next lock gates are busy,
it will wait for a ∆t time and try again. Otherwise, lock gate
gi sends a push message to move one next lock gate gk, that
is not a branch node and has the smallest Tk value, one-hop
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Fig. 4: Counterexamples of moving next lock gates: (a) the original clus-
tering result, (b) g1 simply moves g2 downstream and thus drastically
decreases the size of C(g1) while drastically increases the size of C(g2),
and (c) g1 simply moves g2 upstream and thus drastically increases the
size of C(g1) while drastically decreases the size of C(g2).

upstream. In the case that lock gate gi cannot find such a next
lock gate (which means that all of gi’s non-busy next lock gates
are branch nodes), one next lock gate gk that has the least Tk

value will be moved one-hop upstream. These operations are
repeated until lock gate gi computes that Ti ≤ Tmax.

Fig. 3(c) gives an example, where g1 wants to adjust one of
its next lock gates g2 and g3. Since lock gate g2 is not a branch
node, it will be moved upstream. When all of the next lock
gates are branch nodes, as shown in Fig. 3(d), assuming that
T3 < T2, lock gate g3 will be asked to move to node s. Notice
that in the latter case, the node in which lock gate g3 used to
reside, node t, and some of node t’s upstream nodes will be
merged into cluster C(g1).

In contrast to shrinking a cluster, ALT gives priority to
move a lock gate (one-hop upstream) that is not a branch
node when expanding a cluster. Doing so avoids including too
many sensor nodes all at once when expanding a cluster, which
may otherwise drastically decrease its Ti value due to merging
of branches, and/or creating a new cluster with drastically
decreased cluster size (or increased Ti value). Fig. 4(a) and
Fig. 4(c) together show a different counterexample with the
assumption that T2 < T3. When lock gate g1 simply moves
its next lock gate whose Ti value is the smallest, lock gate g2
will be moved one-hop upstream, as shown in Fig. 4(c). As a
result, the size of cluster C(g1) increases drastically from 7 to
12, while the size of cluster C(g2) decreases drastically from 8
to 3. In fact, ALT moves g3 one-hop upstream instead.

In ALT, sensor nodes do not need to report their sensor
reading generation rates λj to their corresponding lock gates.
Thus, the control overhead is only incurred by transmitting
query, reply, push, and pull messages between two adjacent
lock gates. In Section 5.1, we will show that ALT’s control
overhead is only a small portion compared to the actual
amount of data payloads.

4.2 Handling of Leaf Lock Gates

For each leaf lock gate gl, it will be only moved according to
the push or pull requests from its previous lock gate. However,
two special cases should be considered. First, when lock gate
gl is asked to move upstream but itself is already a leaf node on
G, gl will simply cease being a lock gate and work as a regular
sensor node. In this case, the total number of lock gates in the
network decreases by one. Second, after lock gate gl has been
moved downstream and computes that Tl < Tmin, lock gate gl
will select one leaf node, say, sj from its cluster and designate
sj as a new (leaf) lock gate. In this case, the total number of
lock gates in the network increases by one.

4.3 Handling of Oscillating Lock Gates

To prevent lock gates from ‘oscillating’ or moving back and
forth between two adjacent nodes, each lock gate gi maintains
a short list recording its past positions on G. If lock gate gi
finds that it has moved between two adjacent nodes (termed
oscillating nodes) more than β times4 and its previous lock gate
still asks it to move to one of the oscillating nodes, lock gate gi
enters the oscillating state and requests its previous lock gate to
stop asking it to move. Lock gate gi will exit the oscillating
state when either its previous lock gate asks it to move to
one non-oscillating node or a pre-configured oscillating timer
expires.

When each sensor node has a fixed sensor reading gener-
ation rate, the lock gates designated by ALT will eventually
stabilize and converge (from an initial random designation)
due to the following two factors. First, a lock gate can only
move its next lock gates but cannot move its previous lock
gate. In this case, clusters can stabilize in sequence from the
downstream direction to the upstream direction. Second, ALT
employs the above oscillation avoidance technique. In this
case, if a lock gate finds that all of its next lock gates enter
the oscillating state, the lock gate will stop moving its next
lock gates (but may try later after ∆t time).

4.4 Issue of Fault Tolerance

Till now, our discussion focuses on the assumption that each
sensor node has only one potential parent node toward the
sink node. For the reliability reason, a long-thin network may
be deployed such that each sensor node can reach at least
two downstream neighbors, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In such a
deployment, sensor nodes will deliver their sensor readings to
the sink node through the primary links. However, when some
sensor nodes fail or run out of energy, neighboring nodes can
use the secondary links to forward their data. Fig. 5(b) and
Fig. 5(c) together depict an example. Initially, we have two
paths c → b → a → · · · → r and f → e → d → · · · → r

(formed via primary links), where node r is the sink node.
Supposing that node b fails, the forwarding path from node c

to sink node r changes from the original path c → b → a →
· · · → r to the new path c → f → e → d → · · · → r. In this
case, the upstream sensor nodes of node b can still transmit
their sensor readings to sink node r, even though node b fails.
Such a deployment ensures a higher degree of fault tolerance
for long-thin WSNs.

ALT is designed to handle the following two cases:

4. The β value will affect the convergence speed of ALT. When a fast
convergence is desired, a smaller β can be set.
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Fig. 5: Fault-tolerated deployment of a long-thin WSN: (a) the network
topology, (b) sensor nodes transmit their sensor readings through the
primary links, and (c) node c uses the secondary link to reach the sink
node.

• If a regular sensor node cannot reach its original lock
gate, the sensor node will rejoin a nearest downstream
cluster via a secondary link.

• If the new forwarding path from a regular sensor node
si to its original lock gate gj contains other lock gates,
si will leave the original cluster C(gj) and join the new
cluster C(gk), where gk is si’s nearest downstream lock
gate.

The first case applies when the lock gate fails or the new
forwarding path cannot reach the original lock gate. The sec-
ond case applies when some regular sensor nodes fail and the
new forwarding path to the original lock gate passes through
other lock gates. Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) together depict an
example. Initially, we have two clusters C(a) and C(d) with
the lock gates a and d, respectively. When node b fails, the
new forwarding path formed from node c to sink node r

is no longer through lock gate a. This scenario fits the first
case above and thus node c joins the new cluster C(d). From
Fig. 5(c), we can observe that lock gate a becomes a leaf lock
gate and the size of cluster C(d) increases. According to the
rules of ALT, lock gate a may disappear and lock gate d may
move its next lock gates toward the downstream direction.

4.5 Analysis of Expected Extra Packet Latency
Caused by A Lock Gate

Clearly, a lock gate will delay the forwarding of sensor read-
ings within its cluster toward the sink node. Below, we analyze
the expected extra packet latency caused by a lock gate. We
consider a cluster C(s1) that consists of a line of K sensor
nodes s1, s2, · · · , and sK , where node s1 is the lock gate, as
shown in Fig. 6. To simplify the analysis, we assume that each
sensor reading has the same payload size of L (bytes) and
the average latency to forward a sensor reading over one-hop
distance is τ . In addition, we assume that each sensor node sj ,
j = 1..K , does not change its sensor reading generation rate
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Fig. 6: Analysis of extra packet latency by a lock gate.

(that is, λj enters the steady state) during which lock gate s1
waits to collect enough sensor readings to fill up one packet of
maximum payload size Lmax (i.e., Ti).

Let nj be the number of sensor readings5 generated by
sensor node sj , j = 1..K , during Ti. Note that since λj does
not change during Ti, we have λj =

nj

Ti
. For node s1, its first

packet is generated after time L
λ1

. Since node s1 is the lock

gate, this first packet has to wait a duration of Ti −
L
λ1

before
s1 sends out a collected packet. Similarly, the second packet of
node s1 has to wait a duration of Ti − 2 L

λ1

and the last packet

of node s1 has to wait a duration of Ti−n1
L
λ1

. In this case, the
average extra packet latency of node s1 is

1

n1

(

(Ti −
L

λ1
) + (Ti − 2

L

λ1
) + · · ·+ (Ti − n1

L

λ1
)

)

=
1

n1

(

n1Ti −
n1
∑

α=1

α
L

λ1

)

= Ti −
n1 + 1

2
×

L

λ1
.

For node s2, since it takes time τ to send a packet to node s1,
node s2’s first packet has to wait a duration of Ti −

L
λ2

− τ .
Similarly, the second packet and the last packet of node s2
have to wait durations of Ti − 2 L

λ2

− τ and Ti − n2
L
λ2

− τ ,
respectively. Thus, the average extra packet latency of node s2
is

Ti −
n2 + 1

2
×

L

λ2
− τ.

Similarly, the average extra packet latency of node sj is

Ti −
nj + 1

2
×

L

λj

− (j − 1)τ.

Fig. 6 shows the extra packet latency of each sensor node.
Therefore, the average extra packet latency of all sensor nodes

5. Below, we use the term ‘packet’ for sensor reading.
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Fig. 7: The prototype of our long-thin WSN experiments.

within cluster C(s1) incurred by lock gate s1 is

1

K

(

(Ti −
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2
×

L

λ1
) + (Ti −

n2 + 1

2
×

L

λ2
− τ)

+ · · ·+ (Ti −
nK + 1

2
×

L

λK

− (K − 1)τ)

)

=
1

K

(

KTi −
L

2

K
∑

α=1

nα + 1

λα

−
K−1
∑

α=1

ατ

)

= Ti −
L

2K

K
∑

α=1

nα + 1

λα

−
K − 1

2
τ. (3)

According to Eq. (1), we can derive that

Ti =
Lmax

δ ×
∑K

α=1 λα

. (4)

Let ntotal be the total number of packets ‘generated’ by all

sensor nodes during Ti, so we have ntotal =
∑K

j=1 nj . Since
each packet has a payload size of L, we can obtain that

(ntotal × L)× δ = Lmax ⇒ ntotal =

⌈

Lmax

L× δ

⌉

.

From Eq. (2), each sensor node sj , j = 1..K , will generate nj

packets during Ti:

nj =
λj

∑K
α=1 λα

× ntotal =

⌈

λj
∑K

α=1 λα

×
Lmax

L× δ

⌉

. (5)

Therefore, the average extra packet latency of all sensor nodes
within a cluster can be calculated by substituting Eqs. (4) and
(5) into Eq. (3).

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

In this section, we describe our prototyping efforts and discuss
the experimental results. We use one hundred sensor nodes
and one sink node. Fig. 7 pictures one deployment scenario of
our prototype. Each sensor node is equipped with a Jennic
JN5139 chip [7] containing a micro-controller and an IEEE
802.15.4 transceiver. The transmission power of each sensor
node has been adjusted to have a communication distance
of approximately 30 centimeters (cm). We place two adjacent
nodes with a distance of 15 cm so that network connectivity
can be guaranteed. An application-layer protocol has also
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Fig. 8: Three long-thin topologies in our experiments: (a) the balanced
topology, (b) the unbalanced topology, and (c) the cross topology.

been implemented to enforce packet reception from adjacent
neighbors only. Three long-thin topologies are deployed in
our experiments. The balanced topology (referring to Fig. 8(a))
has two branches, where each branch contains 33 sensor
nodes. The unbalanced topology (referring to Fig. 8(b)) has two
branches, where the long branch contains 51 sensor nodes and
the short branch contains 15 sensor nodes. The cross topology
(referring to Fig. 8(c)) has three branches, where each branch
contains 22 sensor nodes. We compare the performance of ALT
against the brute force (BF) and the fixed lock gate selection (FLS)
schemes using these three network topologies. BF does not
apply any collection mechanism, so each sensor node simply
relays the sensor readings from its upstream nodes to the sink
node. Using FLS, each branch node is designated as a lock gate
and we do not adjust the designation of lock gates during the
experiments.

The size of a packet carrying one sensor reading is 15 bytes,
which consists of a header of 12 bytes (according to the IEEE
802.15.4 standard [35]) and a sensor reading payload of 3 bytes.
Each sensor node reports its sensor reading every ∆s seconds,
where ∆s is randomly selected from [(1−γ)×10, (1+γ)×10],
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TABLE 2: Comparison on the total amount of messages (in bytes) sent by
sensor nodes in different network topologies.

γ value scheme balanced unbalanced cross

ALT 498,530 581,550 468,982
γ = 0 FLS 668,962 785,707 572,769

BF 928,926 1,022,398 864,898
ALT 525,009 606,598 502,592

γ = 0.3 FLS 680,349 801,486 596,287
BF 943,384 1,096,538 871,232

and it may be changed every 30 seconds. Notice that when
γ = 0, the sensor reading generation rate (i.e., λi) is 0.3
bytes/second. For each lock gate, we adopt a simple collection
scheme by removing the packet headers of the received sensor
reading packets and then concatenating their payloads into
one single packet. In this way, we have δ = 1. Since the
maximum payload size of a packet defined in the IEEE 802.15.4
standard is 118 bytes, each lock gate can collect at most 39
sensor readings, so we have Lmax = 39 × 3 = 117 bytes.
The total experiment time is 10 minutes. In the experiments
of running ALT, the measurement of messages sent by sensor
nodes includes all of the control messages (e.g., query, reply,
push, and pull) used to adjust the designation of lock gates.
Other parameters used in the experiments are set as follows: β
= 3, ∆t = 2 seconds, Tmin = 24 seconds, and Tmax = 26 seconds.

5.1 Communication Costs

We use the amount of messages and the number of packets
successfully forwarded to the sink node to measure communi-
cation cost of data collection. Table 2 lists the total amount
of messages (in bytes) successfully forwarded6 to the sink
node by sensor nodes in different network topologies. Without
using any collection scheme, BF exhibits the highest amount
of messages. By dynamically adjusting the positions of lock
gates according to the network condition, ALT enjoys a lower
amount of messages compared with FLS. It can be observed
that when γ = 0, ALT saves 18.1% ∼ 26.0% and 43.1% ∼
46.3% of the amount of messages compared with FLS and BF,
respectively. When γ = 0.3, ALT saves 15.7% ∼ 24.3% and
42.3% ∼ 44.7% of the amount of messages compared with FLS
and BF, respectively. These results show the effectiveness of
ALT. Notice that the three schemes all suffer from the highest
amount of messages under the unbalanced topology, because
this topology has the longest branch (with 51 sensor nodes).

Table 3 lists the total number of packets successfully for-
warded to the sink node by sensor nodes in different network
topologies. Using BF, sensor nodes forward the most number
of packets, because they simply relay sensor readings to the
sink node. ALT incurs the smallest number of packets among
all three schemes because it adaptively clusters sensor nodes
via lock gates and collects their packets accordingly. It can
be observed that when γ = 0, ALT saves 59.1% ∼ 72.3%
and 85.2% ∼ 86.7% of the number of packets compared with
FLS and BF, respectively. When γ = 0.3, ALT saves 59.5% ∼
72.2% and 84.9% ∼ 87.3% of the number of packets compared
with FLS and BF, respectively. These results demonstrate that
ALT significantly reduces the number of packets forwarded by
sensor nodes, which can greatly alleviate network congestion
and conserve energy.

6. Due to wireless contention and impairment, packet losses and retrans-
missions do occur, which are evaluated in Section 5.3.

TABLE 3: Comparison on the total number of packets sent by sensor nodes
in different network topologies.

γ value scheme balanced unbalanced cross

ALT 33,865 35,517 32,225
γ = 0 FLS 99,915 128,396 78,767

BF 238,899 267,690 217,392
ALT 35,878 35,788 33,033

γ = 0.3 FLS 103,750 128,563 81,621
BF 240,855 282,288 218,911

Note that our measurement includes all the control mes-
sages. From Tables 2 and 3, we can observe that ALT incurs
very low traffics even when control overheads are included.
Thus, the impact of control overheads caused by ALT’s adap-
tion of lock gates is light-weight.

5.2 Adaptive Designation of Lock Gates

To demonstrate the adaptability of ALT to varying sensor read-
ing generation rates, we deploy a sink node (of ID 0) and a line
of 50 sensor nodes (of IDs 1 to 50), where the node with ID 1 is
the most downstream sensor node. The duration of the experi-
ment is 126 minutes and we monitor the (changing) number of
lock gates and their designation (or positions) over time. All of
the sensor nodes have the same sensor reading generation rate
(λ), which changes every 3 minutes as shown in Fig. 9(a). For
instance, starting at 0.2 bytes/second, λ remains at the same
rate until the 36th minute, increases to 0.6 bytes/second at the
66th minute, remains at the same rate until the 81st minute,
and then decreases. Fig. 9(b) depicts the changing designation
of lock gates, as dots, over time. For instance, at the 0th minute,
there are 6 lock gates randomly designated at nodes of IDs 1, 4,
18, 20, 25, and 48. Before the 36th minute, λ is not changed and
thus the positions of lock gates stabilize at nodes of IDs 1, 16,
31, and 45 at the 24th minute. When λ increases, the size of the
clusters decreases and thus the number of lock gates increases
accordingly. Between the 66th and the 81st minutes, λ remains
stable and thus the designation of lock gates are only slightly
adjusted. For instance, at the 72nd minute, 8 lock gates are
designated at nodes of IDs 1, 6, 12, 18, 25, 32, 38, and 47. After
the 81st minute, when λ decreases, the number of lock gates
also decreases and the size of clusters increases. After the 117th
minute, the designation of lock gates remains stable because λ

does not change. Since all of the sensor nodes have the same
λ value, we also observe that the distance between any two
adjacent lock gates is quite similar at most time instances.
Such a phenomenon is more visible when the number of lock
gates is smaller. These observations demonstrate that ALT can
efficiently adjust the size of each cluster (and designate the
lock gate accordingly) based on the traffic sent from the sensor
nodes in that cluster.

Using the same network topology in the previous exper-
iment, we also demonstrate the adaptability of ALT when
sensor nodes have different sensor reading generation rates
(λ). Specifically, the λ value of sensor nodes of IDs 1 to 25
increases while that of sensor nodes of IDs 26 to 50 decreases
over time, as shown in Fig. 10(a). For convenience, we use the
terms ‘downstream part’ and ‘upstream part’ to represent the
sensor nodes of IDs 1 to 25 and of IDs 26 to 50, respectively.
The duration of the experiment is 120 minutes. Beginning with
the same random lock gate designation as the previous exper-
iment, Fig. 10(b) shows the changes of lock gate designation
over time. We observe that before the 60th minute, most lock
gates are located at the upstream part because sensor nodes
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Fig. 9: The change of the positions of lock gates when all sensor nodes have
the same sensor reading generation rate: (a) the sensor reading generation
rate and (b) the positions of lock gates.

in the upstream part have a higher sensor reading generation
rate. Thus, ALT shrinks the sizes of clusters in the upstream
part and thus designates more lock gates. After the two sensor
reading generation rates cross around the 66th minute, the
behavior reverses itself such that most lock gates move to
the downstream part because sensor nodes in the downstream
part have a higher sensor reading generation rate.

5.3 Impact on MAC-layer behaviors

We also evaluate the impact of lock gates on the MAC-layer
behaviors in terms of the number of packet retransmissions
and the number of packet losses by reusing the three network
topologies in Fig. 8. We assign sensor nodes with IDs 1 to 100,
where the node with ID 1 is the most downstream sensor node.
In the balanced topology, 10 sensor nodes with IDs 1, 10, 20,
30, 38, 48, 58, 70, 80, and 90 are designated as lock gates. In
the unbalanced topology, 11 sensor nodes with IDs 1, 10, 20,
30, 38, 48, 58, 68, 78, 88, and 98 are designated as lock gates. In
the cross topology, 10 sensor nodes with IDs 1, 10, 20, 30, 37,
47, 59, 69, 80, and 90 are designated as lock gates. Each sensor
node reports its sensor reading every 5 seconds, so the sensor
reading generation rate λi is 0.6 bytes/second. The duration of
each experiment is 10 minutes.

Fig. 11 compares the number of MAC-layer retransmissions
incurred by ALT and BF in the three long-thin topologies.
Without lock gates, we observe that the length of a branch
directly affects the number of sensor readings generated, and
hence negatively affects the number of packet retransmis-
sions due to contention, such that the unbalanced topology
(containing the longest branch) incurs more retransmissions.
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Fig. 10: The change of the positions of lock gates when sensor nodes have
different sensor reading generation rates: (a) the sensor reading generation
rates and (b) the positions of lock gates.

The branch node with ID 34 suffers a steep jump of the
number of retransmissions in comparison to its neighboring
upstream nodes due to the heavy contention caused by the
traffic coming from upstream nodes. In contrast, using ALT,
lock gates dynamically adjust the cluster sizes according to
the traffic loads, so that the number of retransmissions is not
only reduced but also not affected by the topology. In Fig. 11,
the numbers of retransmissions incurred by ALT in all three
topologies exhibit very similar saw-tooth curves with valleys
occurring at the lock gate nodes due to the fact that lock
gates collect the packets within the corresponding clusters and
reduce the number of transmissions.

We now compare the number of packet losses at each
sensor node in the three network topologies. As shown in
Fig. 12, using BF, sensor nodes closer to the sink node incur
a higher number of packet losses because these sensor nodes
have to relay more sensor readings from upstream nodes. In
particular, the unbalanced topology suffers more packet losses
than the other two topologies due to the existence of the
longest branch and hence the highest contention. The branch
node with ID 34 incurs more packet losses than its upstream
neighboring nodes due to higher contention. In contrast, using
ALT, the numbers of packet losses are quiet small in all three
topologies, which indicates that lock gates significantly reduce
the number of transmissions and mitigate the contention.

5.4 Average Packet Latency

In the same experiments described in Section 5.3, we also mea-
sure the average latency per successfully delivered packet from
each sensor node to the sink node, as shown in Fig. 13. Using
BF, sensor nodes simply relay the sensor readings toward the
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Fig. 11: Comparison on the numbers of packet retransmissions under ALT
and BF: (a) the balanced topology, (b) the unbalanced topology, and (c) the
cross topology.

sink node, and the average latency is directly influenced by
how far a sensor node is located away from the sink node. As
we can observe, nodes in the unbalanced topology suffer from
higher latency due to the longest branch. Using ALT, since the
lock gates have to keep the received sensor readings locally
while waiting to receive enough number of sensor readings to
fill up a packet of maximum payload size, the packet latency is
higher than using BF. According to the analysis in Section 4.5,
we calculate the difference between the average packet latency
using ALT and that using BF. Since the cluster size in these
experiments is about 10, we have K = 10. In addition, the
payload size of a sensor reading is 3 bytes and each sensor
node generates one sensor reading every 5 seconds, so we have
L = 3 and λj = 0.6 for each sensor node sj , j = 1..K . By
Eq. (4), we can derive that

Ti =
Lmax

δ ×
∑K

α=1 λα

=
117

1× 10× 0.6
= 19.5.
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Fig. 12: Comparison on the numbers of packet losses under ALT and BF:
(a) the balanced topology, (b) the unbalanced topology, and (c) the cross
topology.

Using Eq. (5), for each j = 1..K , we can obtain that

nj =

⌈

λj
∑K

α=1 λα

×
Lmax

L× δ

⌉

=

⌈

0.6

10× 0.6
×

117

3× 1

⌉

= 4.

The value of τ can be measured by the average packet latency
using BF. Thus, from Fig. 13, we can obtain that τ ≈ 0.29.
Therefore, according to Eq. (3), we calculate the expected extra
packet latency using ALT by

Ti −
L

2K

K
∑

α=1

nα + 1

λα

−
K − 1

2
τ

= 19.5−
3

2× 10
× (10×

4 + 1

0.6
)− (

10− 1

2
× 0.29)

= 5.695.
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TABLE 4: Average packet latency of each sensor node using ALT and BF
(unit: seconds).

scheme balanced unbalanced cross average

ALT 5.58 5.26 5.54 5.46
BF 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29

difference 5.29 4.97 5.26 5.17

Table 4 gives the average packet latency of each sensor node
using ALT and BF (which are derived from Fig. 13). It can be
observed the difference between the average packet latency
using ALT and that using BF is 5.17, which is close to the
analyzed result (i.e., 5.695). The slight inaccuracy is due to
the fact that not all clusters have 10 sensor nodes in our
experiments. The above observation validates the soundness
of our analysis in Section 4.5.

From Fig. 13, it can be observed the average packet latency
using ALT exhibits saw-tooth curves in all three topologies due
to the fact that every lock gate transmits a collected packet after
Ti seconds as calculated by Eq. (1) while sensor readings arrive
at the corresponding lock gates at different moments in time.
Although BF incurs low latency, BF suffers from large numbers
of retransmissions and packet losses. It is clear to conclude that
ALT balances between the latency and the congestion in long-
thin WSNs.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Many realistic WSN applications dictate the deployment
of long-thin topology which demands new data collection
schemes. This paper describes the ALT lock gate designation
scheme which (1) designates multiple lock gates within a
long-thin WSN to regulate data collection and (2) adapts the
designation of lock gates dynamically in response to changing
sensor reading generation rates of sensor nodes. ALT bal-
ances between the responsiveness and the congestion of data
collection, and mitigates the funneling effect by regulating
(collected) data that could be transmitted downstream and
spatially separating areas where packets are transmitted. Using
the Jennic JN5139 wireless micro-controllers, we evaluate the
performance of ALT via experiments with prototyped long-
thin WSNs. Experimental results demonstrate the merits of
ALT and reveal the impact of lock gate designation on MAC-
layer behaviors and latency.
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